Historic Royal Palaces and Arc present

playing for time

Wednesday 14 June 2006
1:00pm-3:00pm
The Salt Tower, Tower of London
(nearest tube Tower Hill)
Historic Royal Palaces and Arc present

Playing for Time

Playing for Time is an exciting installation performance inspired by the sights and sounds of the Tower of London. It has been created by students from Bromley Hall Pupil Referral Unit, Tower Hamlets, who have worked with professional actors and directors from Arc to create all the material for the installation.

Arc is a professional educational theatre company creating and delivering new theatre and drama-based programmes in the UK and abroad for over 20 years.

Historic Royal Palaces (HRP) is the independent charity that cares for some of the greatest palaces ever built, including the Tower of London. Playing for Time comes at an exciting point in the Tower of London’s strategic development as the historic site works towards achieving its vision of becoming a Centre of Excellence for Youth Inclusion.

We would like to give special thanks to the staff at Bromley Hall and our funders the Jack Petchey Foundation and News International without whom this project would not have been possible.

Admittance to the event is by invitation only - please contact us to add your name to the guest list:

Theresa Snooks, Arc Theatre
PO Box 1146, Barking, Essex IG11 9WB
telephone: 020 8594 1095
e-mail: theresa@arctheatre.com

www.arctheatre.com

The students who have helped to make this performance are:

Aktar Ali
Muntasir Bakhtiar
Harrison Bennett
Faye Brackett
Danielle Brown
John Callaghan
Tiffany Cummings
Krisdol English
Abdul Hashid
Sulaman Hussain
Rani Khatun
Charlie Mahoney
Mamunur Rahman
Bilaminur Rahman
Ricky Wiseman
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